
 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

eDigital Competence Certificate 
Assessment Form 

 

1.Create a Slide 
a. Select a topic for your presentation. 
b. Choose a Title slide. 
c. Add text to the Title placeholder. 
d. Add text to the Sub-title placeholder. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

2.Add a New Slide 
   a.Create a new slide with a bulleted list layout. 
   b.Add text to the Title placeholder. 
   c.Add text to form a bulleted list in the Bulleted  
      List frame. 

 

3.Add a Text Box 
a. Create a new slide with a blank layout. 
b. Draw a freeform text box and add appropriate 

text to it. 
c. Resize the text box and drag it to an 

appropriate position. 

 

4. Save Presentation 
a. View the presentation in Sorter view. 
b. Save the presentation under a suitable file 

name. 

 

5.Format Text 
a. Create a two column slide with a bulleted text 

in each column. 
b. In one column change the style and colour of 

text. 
c. In the same column change the bullet’s style 

and colour. 
d. Copy the format of the column and apply it to 

the other. 

 

10. Run the Slide Show 
a. Re-save your presentation. 
b. Select the first slide in the presentation and 

run the slide show. 

 

9.Change Slide Order 
a. In Slide Sorter view change the order of your 

slides. 
b. Delete a slide and then undo the deletion. 

 

7.Format Slides 
a. Change the colour of a title text and put a 

border round it. 
b. Change the colour of the slide background in 

the first slide. 
c. Apply a change of colour and texture on the 

second slide. 

 

6.Use Outline View 
a. Create a bulleted slide In Outline view with 

five bullets. 
b. Use the correct buttons to reorganise the 

levels of bulleting to use all five levels. 
 

 

 

8.Insert a Picture 
a. Create a new slide with a suitable slide layout 

to include picture. 
b. Give the slide a title. 

c. Insert a clipart picture. 
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The Assessor should tick the square in the bottom right hand corner of each task box when the candidate has finished that task correctly. Complete the information 
below in PRINTED CAPITALS and finally, all sign. 

Candidate’s Surname  ........................................................................... First Name  .............................................................  

Candidate’s Signature  .......................................................................... Date of Birth …………………………………………………………. 

Candidate’s Email address ………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….    M □ F □ please tick 

Name of Centre ……………………………..…………………………………….    Centre I.D. ……………………………………..  Date ……………………….  

Name of Assessor ……………………………..………………………………...   Assessor's Signature ……………………………………………………………....                                                         

By giving us your email address you consent to us sending information and updates about the eDCC certificate scheme to such email addresses. We do not pass your information to any other organisations other than to administer the account. You 
may opt out from receiving such information by email at any time by emailing: edcc@princes-trust.org.uk. You can visit our website at www.princes-trust.org.uk/edcc for full details of our privacy policy. 
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